F. No. 7/1/2018-C-1/2

Staff Selection Commission

PET/ PST for shortlisted candidates of Constable (GD) in CAPFs, NIA, SSF and Rifleman (GD) in Assam Rifles Examination, 2018 belonging to the Kashmir Valley

IMPORTANT NOTICE

CRPF has tentatively scheduled the Physical Endurance Test/Physical Standard Test (PET/ PST) for the shortlisted candidates of Constable (GD) in CAPFs, NIA, SSF and Rifleman (GD) in Assam Rifles Examination, 2018 belonging to the Kashmir Valley in the month of October, 2019. A Notice issued by CRPF in this regard is attached for the information of candidates.

Under Secretary (C-1/2)
20-09-2019
Central Reserve Police Force

F. No. A.VI-1/2018-Rectt(SSB)-CT/GD-2018
(Nodal Force)

Important Notice

In continuation to CRPF Notice dated 13/08/2019 regarding postponement of PET/PST schedule at **STC BSF Kashmir, Humhama, Near Airport, Distt- Budgam, J&K, Pin-190003** due to prevailing law and order situation in Kashmir Valley.

2. Since, law & order situation in Kashmir Valley has now improved hence PET/ PST at **STC BSF Kashmir, Humhama, Near Airport, Distt- Budgam, J&K, Pin- 190003** is tentatively scheduled to commence during first fortnight of October 2019. All Candidates hailing from Kashmir Valley may visit CRPF Website [www.crpf.gov.in](http://www.crpf.gov.in) and download fresh E-Admit card. Candidates may appear for PET/PST event without admit card subject to production of photo bearing identity card. Domicile certificate & category certificate needs to be produced if claiming for height & chest relaxation. The candidates may also approach nearest CRPF or BSF Centre in Kashmir for necessary assistance.

DIG (Recruitment) CRPF
18/09/2019